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Event Overview
Based on the legendary television series, It’s a Knockout is a lively and energetic 
outdoor activity that many participants will remember from their childhood. Aimed 
towards encouraging lots of effective teamwork and communication, teams will 
need to bring out lots of competitive spirit and determination in order to succeed 
and score the most amount of points on each game.

Featuring a host of weird, wacky and wonderful games from the original series, 
participants will need to work together effectively to be in with a chance of placing 
in the top three. With medals awarded for 1st, 2nd and 3rd place, this makes for a 
great way to treat your team on your next away day.
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OutdoorHalf Day
or Full dayNationwide50-500

People

Benefits Include...
Memorable Experience

Fun for All

Building Relationships 

Encouraging Communication

Sense of Achievement

Light Heartedness

Free Venue Finding Service 
Let us find the ideal venue to perfectly suit your activities & needs.
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What Happens At Your Event?
At the start of your event, the day will begin with a short briefing on how 
everything will run which will be delivered by your event co-ordinators. Once that’s 
out of the way, they will split everyone up into smaller teams before the activity 
begins.

During the event, teams will go head-to-head in a series of wacky and hilarious 
challenges across a series of categories, being Inflatable, Costume and Relay games. 
With points awarded for each win, teams will need to push themselves in order to 
be the best!

At the end of the activity, once each team has had a chance to play against each 
other on every game, the day will round off with a medals ceremony for the 
top-three scoring teams which, will be handed out by your facilitators. 
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What’s Included?
Experienced event manager to host your 
event

Games based on the hit TV show

A mixture of inflatable, costume and 
relay games to get the whole team 
laughing

Compete in the games to be crowned the 
champions - Medals will be given for 1st, 
2nd and 3rd place

Full risk assessments & £5million public 
liability insurance

Well-kept and maintained equipment
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Some of the Games You’ll Play...

INFLATABLE GAMES
Guaranteed to bring about tonnes of laughter, 
this activity’s inflatable games include the likes 
of Slippery Slope, Shoot for Goal, Bomb the 
Castle and Dress the Sportsman.

COSTUME GAMES
Bring out your silly side and get dressed up for 
a host of costume games including the Sumo 
Relay, Music Monkeys, Magic Carpets and 
Penguin Pursuit.

RELAY GAMES
Test your speed as you race against the other 
teams in a series of fast-paced relay games in-
cluding the Wacky Relay, Space Hopper Race, 
Water Wars and lots more.

But that’s not all! Other games include - A giant sack race, funnel tunnels, human table football, the hurdles...
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Our Clients

99% of our customers think we’re better than great!
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We deliver 5,000 events a year, every year.
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We deliver 5,000 events a year,
every year.
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For more information, please feel free to contact us:
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